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1. Page 187: Please note the Introduction Line 4, the distribution information was incomplete and incorrectly given as “and 12 from Thailand, and India”. The Introduction Line 4 should read “and 12 from Thailand, Vietnam, and India.”

2. Page 187: Please note in the Results and Discussion was incorrectly given as “Chinoperla biprojecta sp. nov. (Figs. 1–5).” The Results and Discussion should read “Chinoperla biprojecta sp. nov. (Figs. 1–2)”

3. Page 188: Please note in the Figure legend the scientific name was incorrectly given as “FIGURE 1. Chinoperla biprojecta (Wu, 1973).”. The Figure legend should read “FIGURE 1. Chinoperla biprojecta sp. nov.”

4. Page 189: Please note in the Figure legend the scientific name was wrongly given as “FIGURE 2. Chinoperla biprojecta (Wu, 1973).”. The Figure legend should read “FIGURE 2. Chinoperla biprojecta sp. nov.”